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1. Introduction to FingerGIS
FingerGIS is the first GIS application (Geographical Information System) for iPad, 
iPhone, iTouch.
With FingerGIS You can draw (georeferencing each drawn geographical  point  of 
interest “geopoint”):

• 2D shapes such as sites, lands, roads or paths (explorable by car, plane or on 
foot: in the city, in the countryside, on a hill, in the mountains, at sea, etc...)

• 3D shapes such as multiple surfaces in space, air routes, etc...
The generic 2D and 3D shapes can be drawn over the maps of the globe, visualized 
by FingerGIS on the screen (Google Maps or Apple Maps, it depends by the installed 
iOS version), as You do when You draw in a CAD application.
The FingerGIS  automatic  geopoints  extra  informations  calculation  allows  You to 
query  the  maps  and  the  geographical  points  (manually  inserted  or  automatically 
recorded) in order to obtain lengths, distances between geographic points, measure of 
areas and perimeters, total length of a travelled route, etc...

FingerGIS provides several automatic recording mode and/or manual input windows 
to insert the geographical points of interest; You will be able to:

• save  the  current  position  as new geopoint,  during the  exploration  of  a  site 
(using the GPS to get your current location and the internal device's compass to 
get the current heading) and pressing the "save current location" button to save 
immediately your current position as a new geopoint)

• enter  manually  new  geographical  points  using  the  manual  input  window 
(latitude, longitude, altitude, heading, radius, description): these geopoint's data 
(such  as  latitude,  longitude,  altitude,  heading,  etc…)  can  be  entered 
automatically by touching with a finger the desired position in the displayed 
maps (by touching the screen of the device) or manually typing the numerical 
values / text using the keyboard of the device

• save images together with the geographical points (You can insert images taken 
with the camera in real time or stored in the photo album of the device and join 
the images with the geopoints)

• save an infinite number of isolated geographical points and / or circular areas 
with known radius, etc...

• automatically record sites, activating the "automatic recording" function and 
walking on the perimeter of the site to be recorded

• draw  each  type  of  2D and  3D objects  over  the  maps  of  the  globe,  using 
multiple layers, as You would normally do with common CAD / GIS / SIT for 
personal computers
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All  the  geographical  points  inserted  over  the  maps,  with  their  descriptions, 
measurements and images can be saved in the “documents archive” of FingerGIS and 
may be shared with other applications installed on Your device, with cloud systems 
such as Dropbox or sent by email (zipped .csv file format compatible with MS Excel, 
Apple Numbers, OpenOffice Calc, etc... attached to the email).

FingerGIS is able to export the saved geographical points using:
• .csv file format (native FingerGIS file format, for example loadable into MS 

Excel, Apple Numbers, OpenOffice Calc, iWord PRO, MATLAB, etc...)
• in the native file format of "FingerCAD" (You can draw your CAD projects 

over geographic maps or over the geo-referenced sites recorded by FingerGIS)
• in the native file format of "pathRecorder" (navigation system with automated 

directions to reach the recorded sites)
• as  an  email  attachment  (.zip  compressed  file,  containing  all  the  recorded 

geopoints data into a .csv file format, the informations, data, images, etc...)

With FingerGIS You will have a complete GIS application in your mobile device.

We will describe, in the next pages of this document, the main features of FingerGIS 
app.
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2. Maps window

Let's start by analyzing the window that appears once You have started the program:

iPad

Upper right on the screen (iPad, iPhone, iTouch versions) are displayed the current 
location data:

• Latitude (using the GPS)
• Longitude (using the GPS)
• Altitude (using the GPS)
• Heading  (using  the  internal  COMPASS –  angle  between  the  power  button 

direction or up side of the display direction and the earth north pole)

Left  on  the  screen  is  displayed  the  geopoints  detailed  informations  window  (it 
appears if You touch with Your finger a recorded geopoint on the screen): it can be 
used to visualize the detailed informations/data/geoposition/etc... saved together with 
the geopoints.
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iPhone/iTouch (4 inch display)

iPhone/iTouch (3,5 inch display)

In the next pages of this documentation the interface buttons will be described.
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GPS disabled GPS enabled
GPS -  “Current Location” auto-centering: enable and disable the “current location” 
auto-centering (the current location is displayed using a blue annotation):

• if enabled: FingerGIS centers and scale automatically the map view to show 
the  current  location  at  the  center  of  the  screen  (it  uses  the  GPS  -  global 
positioning system to detect the current location)

• if  disabled:  FingerGIS  automatically  centers  and  scale  the  map  view  to 
visualize on the screen all the recorded geopoints

Polyline drawing disabled Polyline drawing enabled
Polyline  drawing  tool  -  “Path  drawing”:  enable  the  polyline  drawing  tool  (the 
polylines are drawn using red segments on the maps):

• if enabled: the recorded geopoints will be the start points and the end points of 
the polyline's segments, as shown by the button icon. Use this tool to draw 
roads, paths, air routes, etc...

Polygon drawing disabled Polygon drawing enabled

Filled Polygon drawing tool - “Site drawing”: enable the filled polygon drawing tool 
(the polygons are drawn using red semitransparent filled areas):

• if enabled: all the recorded geopoints will be the vertices of a polygon. Use this 
tool to draw lands/sites, generic surfaces in the 3D space, polygonal areas (with 
an infinite number of vertices), etc...
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“Touched location”  annotation  tool:  it can  be  used  to  query  the  latitude  and  the 
longitude of a touched position in the map (this feature can be used also when You 
insert a new geopoint and when You edit or move an existing geopoint to see the 
exact position over the map for the new/edited geopoint).

To display it over the visualized map:
• tap the screen and hold Your finger pressed for at least 0.5 seconds to display 

the "touched location" annotation
• drag Your finger on the screen to choose a location in the map (it moves the 

"touched location" annotation)
• raise  Your  finger  from the  screen  to  confirm  the  position  of  the  "touched 

location" annotation
• tap  on  the  "touched  location"  annotation  to  display  the  latitude  and  the 

longitude of the touched position in the map

To remove the “touched location” annotation from the screen:
• press the “Polyline drawing tool” or the “Filled Polygon drawing tool” button

Save the current  location as a  new geopoint:  it  uses the GPS (global  positioning 
system) to calculate the current location of the user. The saved geopoint can be a 
point of a polyline or a vertex of a filled polygon (it depends by the chosen drawing 
tool). All the saved geopoints will be displayed using colored annotations on the map. 
The annotations color will change depending by the chosen geopoint type.
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Press the “NEW GEOPOINT” button to show or to hide the new geopoint window: 
with this window You can save new geopoints in the desired position on the maps. 
You can choose between two type of geopoints (“GEO Type” segment control):

1. a new “CONNECTED GEOPOINT” (for polyline or filled polygon)
2. a new “ISOLATED GEOPOINT” (for single geopoint or a circular area with 

known radius, centered in the position of the new saved geopoint)

Use this tool to manually draw polylines, filled polygons, points or circular areas by:
• touch the map and insert a new geopoint in the touched position
• manually write the coordinates of the new geopoint (using the device's 

keyboard):  latitude,  longitude,  altitude,  heading,  radius,  description, 
georeferenced image

Once this button is pressed, a new geopoint window will be displayed on the screen 
with:

• latitude, longitude, altitude values automatically set (using the current location 
received from the GPS)

• heading automatically set using the current device's internal compass value
• a possible value for the radius (to be written using the device's keyboard)
• a possible description for the new geopoint (to be written using the device's 

keyboard)
• a  possible  image  to  be  joined  with  the  new geopoint  (loading  it  from the 

device's photo albums or acquiring it in realtime, using the device's camera)

All  these  numerical  values  can  be  changed  (when  the  new  geopoint  window  is 
displayed on the screen):

• with a single touch with Your finger on the map (when You touch the map with 
Your finger the latitude and the longitude numerical values will be changed 
using the touched latitude and longitude position in the map)

• tapping the relative text fields and writing the desired numerical values / text 
with the device's keyboard.

GEO Type
“CONNECTED GEOPOINT”  (by  choosing  “Connected”  from  the  “GEO  Type” 
segment  control):  to  save  a  new geopoint  with  its  description  and georeferenced 
image and to draw a polyline or a filled polygon.
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“ISOLATED GEOPOINT” (by choosing “Isolated” from the “GEO Type” segment 
control):  to  save  new  isolated  geopoints  on  the  map  with  its  descriptions, 
georeferenced images and:

• radius = 0.0 if You want to save an isolated geopoint (many single points on 
the map can be saved)

• radius not equal to 0.0 if You want to save a circular area centered in the 3D 
position of the new geopoint (latitude, longitude, altitude), with the length of 
the  radius  of  the  circular  area  specified  in  the  “Radius”  text  field  (many 
circular areas can be saved)

All  the  saved  geopoints  have  3D  world  coordinates  (GPS:  latitude,  longitude, 
altitude)  +  heading  (COMPASS)  +  radius  (optional)  +  description  (optional)  +  a 
joined image (optional).

GEOPOINT IMAGES

Choose and Join a georeferenced image 
with the new geopoint

Unjoin the georeferenced image from the 
new geopoint

Choose an image and join it  with the new geopoint  or  remove the joined image 
(unjoin) from the new geopoint. The image can be taken using the device's internal 
camera and/or can be imported from the device's photo albums.

Press the button “CONFIRM” to save the new geopoint and display it on the map. To 
abort the “insert a new geopoint” procedure press the “NEW GEOPOINT” button 
once again (the new geopoint window will disappear from the screen).

“NEW GEOPOINT”  WINDOW
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Erase the last saved geopoint in the chosen layer (go back in time function / undo the 
last saved geopoint for the chosen layer).

Press this button to show or to hide the settings controls window:
• Layers: choose the layer where draw the polyline, the polygon, the isolated 

geopoints/circular  areas  (in  each  layer  You  can  draw  different  2D  or  3D 
shapes)

• Map Type: choose between standard, satellite, hybrid maps (Google Maps or 
Apple Maps)

• Map  Zoom  (x1/x2/x3/x4)  for  the  “Current  Location”  auto-centering  tool: 
choose the desired value depending by the received quality of the maps. This 
feature is used by FingerGIS only when the “Current Location” auto-centering 
tool  is  enabled.  Changing  this  control  You  can  increase  or  decrease  the 
dimension of the visualized map area (auto-zoom-in/out with auto-centering)

• Geopoints  Recording  Mode  (Manual  or  Autosave):  choose  “MANUAL” to 
manually save new geopoints,  choose  “AUTOSAVE” to automatically  save 
new geopoints while You are walking/driving/flying on a site, path, route, etc... 
For  example  You  can  enable  the  “AUTOSAVE”  function  to  automatically 
record  Your  route  (latitude,  longitude,  altitude,  heading  for  each  recorded 
geopoint) or to draw a site simply by walking on its perimeter.

AUTOSAVE ENABLED
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Delete the touched geopoint: disabled Delete the touched geopoint: enabled
If “DELETE” is enabled (red color): single touch on a visualized geopoint annotation 
to delete it (You have to touch the geopoint annotation needle visualized on the map, 
below the colored annotation ball).

New document (erase the current document workspace): press this button to start a 
new georecording document (it erases all the currently recorded geopoints for all the 
layers in the current workspace)

Online help, documentations, tutorials, FAQ, from the website: http://www.ngcybit.it
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3. Save documents window

Press  this  button  to  save  the  current  georecording  workspace  (all  the  recorded 
geopoints,  for  all  the  layers)  as  a  new  document  in  the  FingerGIS  “Documents 
Archive”. Once this button is pressed the “SAVE” window will be displayed with a 
“Document Name” text field where You can write the name of the document to be 
saved and a “Save the document”  button to  save the document in the FingerGIS 
“Documents Archive”, using the written name.

Save the current workspace window

If  You  press  the  “Save  the  document”  button  without  specifying the  “Document 
Name”, FingerGIS will automatically save the current workspace using a timestamp 
string name for the saved document.
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4. Documents archive window

Press this button to visualize the FingerGIS “Documents Archive” window and to 
show all the previously saved documents. You can use the FingerGIS “Documents 
Archive” to load and visualize a previously saved documents or to share it:

• with a cloud system like for example dropbox (using “Open In”)
• with another device (using the native FingerGIS file format)
• using .csv file format to share the recorded geopoints with MAC or PC data 

analysis  apps  like  for  example  MATLAB,  MS  Excel,  Apple  Numbers, 
OpenOffice Calc, etc... (using FingerGIS or Email export types)

• with FingerCAD app (using “Open In” - 3D GEO/CAD data sharing)
• with pathRecorder
• as an email attachment

FingerGIS “Documents Archive” window
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FingerGIS “Documents Archive”
documents management, visualization, sharing

interface

To load a previously saved document: tap on the document name and press the “OK” 
button

To erase a previously saved document: press the “Edit” button, select a document and 
press the “Delete” button (the “Delete” button appears on the screen after You have 
selected a document) or swipe on a document name from left to right and press the 
“Delete” button that appears on the screen

“DATE/ABC” segment  control:  to  sort  the  documents  by  date  or  by alphabetical 
order

“FingerGIS/Email/FingerCAD/pathRecorder” segment control (export type) + “Open 
In” button: to share the selected document with the chosen app / cloud system or to 
send it with an email, choose:

• “FingerGIS” → to use  the native FingerGIS .csv file  format and share the 
selected document with dropbox or with another installed app like for example 
“megaDownloader Web Browser” app or “unzip + zip & send” app (these apps 
allows You to unzip the FingerGIS archive, visualize the geopoints recorded 
data using a table like MS Excel, share the recored geopoints data with other 
installed apps like for example Numbers for iPad, iPhone, iTouch)

• “Email” → to send the selected document by email (email attachment, using a 
zipped file format “.zip” that contains the .csv file with all the numerical/text 
values  of  the  recorded  geopoints  +  the  images  joined  with  the  recorded 
geopoints + a screenshot of the saved document)

• “FingerCAD”  →  to  export  the  selected  document  using  the  “FingerCAD” 
native  file  format  and  to  share  it  with  the  “FingerCAD”  app.  Using  the 
“FingerCAD 3D Viewer” You can visualize the exported geopoints, sites, air 
routes  etc...  in  a  3D  World  (FingerGIS  sends  the  recorded  geopoints  to 
FingerCAD using 3D data)

• “pathRecorder” → to export the selected document using the “pathRecorder – 
come back” native file format and to share it with the “pathRecorder – come 
back” app (automatic 3D satellite navigation app)

“Cancel” button: to close the FingerGIS “Documents Archive” window and show the 
maps window.
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FingerGIS exported .csv data file format

latitude(deg);longitude(deg);altitude(m);heading(deg);radius(m);waypointID(int);de
scription(string);image_file_name(string);layer_number(int)

• where:
(deg): degrees

(m): meters
(int): integer number

(string): text

• the numerical values / text are “;” separated values (.csv file is a normal text 
file)

• the first line of the .csv file contains the columns descriptions (using strings)

Sharing examples
1. FingerGIS → DROPBOX:  
• open the FingerGIS “Documents Archive”
• select a document touching its document name from the list
• choose “FingerGIS” as export type and press the “Open In” button
• choose  DROPBOX app from the list  (You have to install  the free dropbox 

application available on iTunes app store)

2. FingerGIS → Numbers (for iPad, iPhone, iTouch):  
• open the FingerGIS “Documents Archive”
• select a document touching its document name from the list
• choose “FingerGIS” as export type and press the “Open In” button
• choose “unzip + zip & send” app from the list (You have to install the “unzip + 

zip & send” application available on iTunes app store)
• Open the “unzip + zip & send” app,  select the shared document touching its 

document name from the list and press on Unzip button
• Go into the unzipped folder (the unzipped folder has the same name of the 

unzipped .zip file), select the file “WORKSPACE.csv” (now You can visualize 
the recorded geopoints numerical values/text/data, using a table like MS Excel, 
pressing the button “view the selected file” of the “unzip + zip & send” app)

• Press the “Open In” button and choose “Numbers” application from the list to 
share the geopoints recorded data with “Numbers”
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3. FingerGIS → MS Excel or Numbers or OpenOffice Calc (for MAC or PC):  
• open the FingerGIS “Documents Archive”
• select a document touching its document name from the list
• choose “Email” as export type and press the “Open In” button

(a  .zip  file  will  be  attached  to  the  email;  the  .zip  file  contains  the 
WORKSPACE.csv  file  that  contains  all  the  geopoints  recorded  data,  a 
screenshot of the document, all the images joined with the recorded geopoints. 
The .csv file is a “;” separated values normal text file)

• send the email to Yourself using the integrated FingerGIS email client (You 
have to configure first the iOS Mail app using Your email account)

• open the email attachment with Your MAC or PC, unzip the .zip attached file, 
import the WORKSPACE.csv file into MS Excel, Apple Numbers, OpenOffice 
Calc, MATLAB, etc... specifying that the .csv file is “;” separated values

4. FingerGIS → visualize 3D paths/sites/routes using FingerCAD 3D viewer:  
• open the FingerGIS “Documents Archive”
• select a document touching its document name from the list
• choose “FingerCAD” as export type and press the “Open In” button
• choose “FingerCAD” app from the list (You have to install the “FingerCAD” 

application  available  on  iTunes  app  store)  →  the  recorded  data  will  be 
visualized in the 2D CAD AREA of FingerCAD. You can now draw Your CAD 
project  (using  for  example  different  layers)  over  the  imported 
paths/sites/routes,  recorded  and  shared  by  FingerGIS  to  FingerCAD  (set 
“meters” as FingerCAD unit of measurements for the 2D CAD AREA)

• open  the  “FingerCAD  3D  Viewer”  pressing  the  “3D”  button  to  show  the 
recorded  3D  paths/sites/routes  in  a  3D  world  (each  geopoint  has  3D 
coordinates (latitude, longitude, altitude) converted into CAD 3D points by the 
FingerGIS “export to FingerCAD” routine)

(the FingerGIS “export to FingerCAD” routine exports the recorded geopoints data  
using the FingerCAD “.fcad” 3D native file format)

5. EMAIL  or  DROPBOX  →  FingerGIS:  to  import  a  recorded  geopoints   
document from the Mail or Dropbox apps

• tap on the FingerGIS .zip email attachment or the DROPBOX file to select it
• press the “Open In” button
• choose  FingerGIS  from  the  list  to  automatically  import  the  selected 

FingerGIS .zip file (recorded geopoints document) into FingerGIS
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5. The geopoints detailed informations window
All the recorded geopoints are visualized on the maps using colored annotations. By 
tapping  on  an  annotation,  the  annotations  informations  will  be  displayed  on  the 
screen, near the visualized geopoint (see “GEOPOINT(I) – On the sea” in the next 
picture):

geopoint info windows

Press the button “ > ” to visualize the “detailed information window”
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By pressing the “ > ” button the “detailed information window” will be displayed on 
the left side of the screen (tap another time the “ > “ button to hide it or tap another 
annotation “ > “ button to see the detailed informations of another geopoint). The 
detailed information window shows:

• the georeferenced image for the chosen geopoint (tap on the image to close the 
detailed informations window)

• the geopoint description (if available)

• the geopoint 3D world position: latitude, longitude, altitude

• the geopoint heading (the heading can also be used to save the direction of the 
taken image from the saved geopoint)

• the geopoint radius (displayed only if a circle area was saved)

Press  this  button  (lower  right  in  the  detailed  information  window)  to  erase  the 
touched geopoint (of which the detailed informations are displayed)
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Press this button (lower left in the detailed information window) to edit/move the 
touched geopoint (of which the detailed informations are displayed): a window like 
the “new geopoint window” will be displayed on the screen. Modify the visualized 
numerical values / descriptions / image / GEO Type and press on the “CONFIRM” 
button to modify the geopoint position, heading, radius, description, georeferenced 
image, etc... or to close the “EDIT GEOPOINT” window
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6. Get distances between geopoints, total travelled distance, 
measure of areas and perimeters

FingerGIS  automatically  visualizes,  near  the  recorded  geopoints,  the  “measure” 
annotations:  the distances  between two saved geopoints,  the  total  distance of  the 
recorded route (polyline total length), the measure of a site area or a site perimeter 
(filled polygon area or perimeter). To get these information You have to tap on the 
specific annotation:

Polyline drawing tool  : displayed “measure” annotations  

Press this annotation to display the “distance” between two saved geopoints

Press this annotation to display the “total distance” of the travelled route (total length 
of the drawn polyline)

Filled polygon drawing tool  : displayed “measure” annotations  

Press this annotation to display the “distance” between two saved geopoints

Press this annotation to display the measure of the “area” of the drawn polygon

Press this annotation to display the measure of the “perimeter” of the drawn polygon
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7. Edit and/or move a saved geopoint displayed on the maps
To edit/move a visualized geopoint:

• tap on the geopoint annotation

• press the “ > “ button (visualized on the right of the geopoint description → the 
geopoint detailed informations window will be displayed on the screen)

• press  the  “  E  “  button  (lower  left  on  the  geopoint  detailed  informations 
window)

“ E “ : edit geopoint button
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The “EDIT GEOPOINT” window will be displayed on the screen:

Modify:

• the visualized numerical values (latitude, longitude) by touching (single touch) 
on the maps (on the device's display) with Your finger or by using the device's 
keyboard → it MOVES the geopoint in the touched position in the map

• the geopoint altitude (by using the device's keyboard)

• the geopoint heading (by using the device's keyboard)

• the description using the device's keyboard (by using the device's keyboard)

• the image (pressing the “+” or “trash” buttons)

• the GEO Type

and press  the “CONFIRM” button to  save  the  edited  geopoint  position,  heading, 
radius, description, georeferenced image, etc...

When the  “EDIT GEOPOINT” window is  displayed  You can  reload  the  original 
geopoint data (before the editing session, if the “CONFIRM” button was not pressed) 
simply by tapping another time on the same geopoint annotation and by pressing the 
“ E “ button in the shown detailed informations window.

If You want to abort the geopoint editing, press on the “CONFIRM” button without 
change the geopoints informations/data: the “new geopoint window” will be removed 
from the screen and the edit session will be aborted.
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8. ENDING
Our first introductory guide ends here.
In this introductory guide I have showed only a small part of the functionality of this  
tool.

Thank You everyone for the attention.

For any questions please send an e-mail to:
natalini.gianluca@gmail.com

Follow the FingerGIS app enhancements and news at URL:
www.ngcybit.it
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